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IHE BATES STUDENT

XXXV. NO. 17.

BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE,

Mayers Present "Seven
{Chances" Tomorrow Nite

FEBRUARY 23, 1949

Announce Election Results
For Nominating Committee
Arrolyn Hayes '49. Judith Witt

Stu-C Discusses N.S.JL Membership;
Students Attend Regional Conference
The question of whether or not
to continue membership in the NSA
has arisen in the Student Council,
and at last Wednesday's meeting
William Dill and Max Bell of the
NSA Committee were present to
participate in discussing this quesThe Bates Bobcats, led by Bob tion.
Cagenello, have finally smoothed
It was revealed that, including
out their descords and will make the cost of sending delegates to
their first appearance this Saturday meetings, membership in the organevening at the Chase Hall dance.
ization costs Bates students $350
The Bobcats have been practicing annually. Dill stated that the main
regularly on Wednesday evenings thing which the NSA has contribsince October. Aiming to please uted to us is ideas, including such
everyone, the boys will play every- plans as course rating, a purchase
card system, cultural festivals, and
thing from waltzes to Be-bop.
The band hopes to play for the the procuring of various types of
Saturday night dances and if pos- films. Dill said it was his opinion
sible at other schools and colleges that all of these programs could be
nearby.
carried on as well without the beneThe Bates Bobcats are Mark fit of the NSA.

"Bobcats" Play
At Chase Hall
Saturday Eve

The cast of "Seven Chances" holds final rehearsals in
preparation for the performance tomorrow night.
Student directors and an out-of'diirii preview are two innovations
L the history of the Robinson
Piters witi the presentation of the
Lthcoming
production
"Seven
p
Stanley Moody has had
Lgt of the directing responsibili(,5 throughout the intensive rehedule. Richard Webber
^appearing in the play and worked
.■:' M
; as an assistant director.
Oa Monday evening the entire
gt and most of the 'backstage crew
ere taken to Poland Spring to give
preview performance for the
I ests al the Mansion House. The
(cond and third acts were given in
iccar Inn and in spite of the difblties of a different stage and alpropertieSj the cast turned
d performance to an appreciative audience.
Arriving at Poland Spring early
afternoon, the production

staff was aiblc to assemble the stage
and various lighting effects so that
the cast was able to rehearse before
the performance in the evening.
The entire cast and crew Were
treated to a banquet at the Mansion
House and then presented "Seven
Chances" at 9 p. m.
This will be the first modern comedy in Little Theatre since "Sol
dier's Wife" given in 1945 by the
Robinson Players. The play was
originally given in 1916 and has been
considerably modernized and adapted to maintain a contemporary
humor.
It is a colorful show, witn a party
atmosphere of tuxedos and formats
throughout.
The
story
centers
around a party given for Jinuuie
Shannon who. must in one evening
select a wife from seven girls.
Since each girl has a different
(Continued on page four)

We Hold These Truths../' Is Theme
Intercollegiate Civil Rights Conf.
"\\\ hold these truths ..." is committee held, that a resolution
me of an intercollegiate con- on the drafit. for instance, does obliircr.ee on campus civil rights to gate member CA's to investigate
! heM at Gorham State Teachers' and discuss the draft law. though
frileae March 18 to 20. Robert Fos- any conclusions they arrive it mat
' announced at a supper meeting differ from 'the assemblies.
i the Christian Association cabinet
The cabinet passed a resolution
Wednesday evening.
to request the Newman Club to dismcHincement was made as cuss and take action on the issues
p.". of Foster's report to the cab- of religious freedom in Bulgaria,
let on last week's meeting of the Spain, and Argentina. The resoluPfv England Student Christian tion was introduced immediately afMovement General Committee. The ter passage of the cabinet's request
prism conference, he said, will ■to Secretary of State Acheson that
K a three-fold aim: 1. to present the case of Joseph Cardinal MindsI - : '. igical foundations of civil zenty be brought before the Un-'ted
K-'t': 2. to discuss current threats Nations.
► civil rights on college"campuses:
Lobby In Augusta
*■ to evaluate steps already taken
Glenn Kumekawa, chairman of
I" students in dealing with quota
the NESCM Maine Committee on
Interns, fraternity discrimination.
Effective Citizenship, submitted a
|
-. and minority probreport
on the progress of this Aubs.
gusta lobby.
He also announced
Some 200 students from colleges
that he and Arthur Darken are now
■ ■eastern Xcw England are expectserving on a regional committee to
\f to attend. All Bates students
prepare program materials on civil
Interested may apply at the CA ofrights.
IJtt for further information.
Also on last Wednesday's agenda
I legislation Not Binding
were
a treasurer's report by Donald
I 'otter alsn discussed the Genera!
PWnmttee's proposal that resolti- Wilson and discussion of publicity
;10"-^- M •
N'ESCM !egiafa- for the Lewiston-Auburn Council
i ""Mem '
il I not be consid- of Churches' University of Life proT "* *■*»« on campus CA's. Th- gram. March 6 to April 10.
|

*kv. Whipple Speaks On Church
Conference At Canterbury Club

[josh Make Tentative
Wans For Class Party
A

freshman class meeting, direct-

I
president
Robert
P*"'»°- will be held Friday, after
!

|

lh

« Purpose uf discus-

:

•' Possibilities of a Class partv
••'.rch.
"e class will
-'•'KT

vote

to

decide

they would prefer a Satur-

"'«'•• dance, a Poland Spring
l*bi "8 °r a"y °thcr sug«e3tion
I * should be presented.
Th
* Problem of whether to allow
1(

n to invite upper-classmen

[**»'* he decided.
1

* to?- -''

T 1

° '"

cludc as lnan

y 'deas

The first meeting of the Canter
bury Club for the second semester
was held on Sunday evening at the
Trinity Church Rectory. The speaker was the Rev.. Canon Charles
Whipple, rector of the Church of
St. Mary the Virgin at Falmouth
Foreside, and personal chaplain to
Bishop Loring of Maine at the Lambeth Conference.
The topic of Canon Wbipple's
talk was his trip to the historic
conference in England last summer.
He included many details of his stay
in England and the impressions
made upon him by the beauty and
magnificance of the English cathedrals. He also discussed the physical
states of the British people, and the
reconstruction progress of the countryside.
.
During the question period that
followed the talk. Canon Whipple
explained the relative standings of
the established and non-conformist

(the u''C' Cagene,1° Pkns to have churches in England.
It was announced that the firs
^ _* eleot one member from
,0
*scu •
supervise a dorm of the weekly Lenten communions
I8** tr>°" 1° P°°l su*rKesitions, and will be held on Ash Wednesday at
6:45 a. m., and will be repeated
l^fiDb haVC each housc elecl one
every Wednesday morning during
Skt
a cla9s
1
•"eeti" "°
'" °"
off'" "
•"* to draw up final plans.
the season at the rectory.

Gould, Russ Woodin, and Walt
Cushman, saxophones; Wimpy Larochelle and Mart Berkowitz, trumpets; Tom Norbury and Bill Sawvcrs, drums; Web Brockelman,
trombone; Dick Webber, bass fiddle; Bob Cagenello, piano; and Bob
Shaw as manager.

Amalgamation Comm.

Reveals Plans Tonight
The Amalgamation Committee of the Student Council and
Student Government will present to the Student Council at
tonight's meeting the heretofor secret results of its yearlong investigation and planning
of an amalgamated student government. The proposals will be
acted upon by the Council.
Last Wednesday the Council
decided that tryouts for cheerleading would be conducted
this spring on a strictly competitive basis, and Donald Conners
was elected to arrange for tryouts for both men and women,
which are to be preceded by a
practice period.
It was announced Wednesday
that nominations for the all-college elections will take place on
March 7. The balloting will be
March 21.

Dr. Fisher Tours U. S.
On Sabbatical Leave

Stu-C President William Stringfellow said that nationally, the organization has taken stands on educational issues and includes about
one-third of the students in the
United States. The organization is
also affiliated with UNESCO, according to Dill.
Whether or not Bates decides it
is worthwhile for the college to continue its membership in the organization will decide the entrance of
several other New England colleges
into the organization. Stringfellow
declared.
John Grady and Phoebe Jones
represented Bates last weekend at
a New England regional meeting of
the National Student Association
at Amherst. Mass.
Several representatives of Stu-G
and Stu-C will meeit with student
leaders at CoKby College next Sun
day to discuss NSA, among other
matters.

Texas Selects
Bates Debate
As Series' Best

Calendar
Wed. Feb. 23—Bates vs. U. of
Mass., Devens branch, basketball.
Tburs., Feb. 24—"Seven Chances", Little Theatre.
Fri., Feb. 25—Flreshman Class
Meeting.
chapel,
9:05. "Seven
Chances". ■
Sat., Feb. 26—Bates vs Bowdoin,
.basketball. "Seven Chances".
Sun., Feb. 27—CA Faith Commission Movie, Chase Hall, 7-9 p.m.
Tues., Mar. 1—Health Week
Opens. Maofarlane Record Concert,
Libbey 6, 8 p. m.

Students Attend Funeral
Of Jim Dempsey, Fatally
Struck By Taxi Saturday

Ten or more Bates students were —
in attendance at St. Michael's Cemetery, Stratford, Conn., this morning
as the body of James H. Dempsey.
'50. was laid to final rest. Services
were held from the LieberumHcaphy Funeral Home. Bridgeport,
followed by a high Mass of requiem
at Sacred Heart Church.
Dempsey was fatally injured when
hit by a taxi at Main and Holland
Streets last Saturday evening.
Among the Bates students attending the funeral, which began at 9:3i;
a. m.. were John Batal. Warren
Baxter, Alan Dunham.
Robert
Dunn. Stanton Gould. Arthur and
Lois Griffiths, Irene Illing, Anders
Krall, and Robert Wade
Bata)
Baxter, and Dunham were Dempsey's roommates. Five of the group
represented the Student Council
Student Government, and Class of
1950.
Flowers were sent to the funeral Marjorie had abrasions of both
by some dozen Bates students and knees. The fourth person. Kathleen
o: ganizations.
Kirsclvbaum. also a prospective
After this morning's assembly freshman from Arlington, escaped
program students stood for a mo- injury.
conferences with students and facment of silence in final tribute to
ulty.
Dempsey before leaving the chapel. Walking in Street
Knows Religious Leaders
Because of the wet condition of
As the executive secretary of the Two Companions Injured
the
sidewalk, the two couples had
On Saturday evening. Dempsey.
Rhode island Council of Churches.
accompanied by Marjorie Dwelley taken to the roadway, which was
Dr. Tomlin is in contact with reli'50. and two of her hometown bare at the center and icy at the
gious leaders throughout the counfriends visiting the college, dined side. John E. Short of Foggs Cortry. He has held several ministerial
downtown. The two couples were ner, Greene, operator of the Union
pastorates, including 16 years of
on their way to the campus for th-! Square Co. cab which struck the
service at the Calvary Baptist
Bates-Nontheastern basketball gnme two men, said he came on them
Church in Providence.
when the accident occured. shortlv without warning, swerved in a fruitHe is interested in the geography
less effort to avoid hitting them
before 8 p. m.
and archeology of "Biblical lands
Two of the three others walking Short is. a part time driver.
and is an associate member of the
According to Lennon, the four
with Dempsey were injured. RobAmerican School of Oriental Re- ert Lennon of Arlington, a pros- were walking in couples on the
starch in Jerusalem. While travel- pective Bates student, suffered a right side of the road, the Bates
ing through Europe he became con compound fracture of the right leg
(Continued on page four)
cerned for the German and Austrian refugees and took an interest
in Palestine as the homeland for the
Jewish people.
Has Travelled Near East
During the summer of 1947. Dr.
Tomlin travelled through Palestine
Herman
KrackenberThe hve science departments have chemistry.
and the Near East. He visited
announced plans for the Science- ger; physical chemistry, Marilyn
Transjordan. Iraq. Turkey. Syria.
Roth: qualitative. Barbara Schenck;
T.elranon. and Palestine. While in Fair, March 17 and 18 in Hedge
Laboratory and Carnegie Science freshman inorganic chemistry, Ruth
Iraq he did research at the ruins
Building. The fair will consist of a Fc1ib.ii and Warren Baxter; indusof I'r of the Chaldees. the ancient
variety of exhibits sponsored bv trial, Elizabeth Cosier: publicity.
home of Abraham, and at other
Louis Taxiarchis; and decorations
each of the departments.
sites.
and posters, Jean Schultz and PaBiology Department
He attended many of the sessions
The biology department will have tricia LaFortune.
of die United Nations Special ComThe chemistry department will
exhibits on botany, genetics, committee on Palestine held in Jerusaparative anatomy, evolution, and also sponsor a play. "A Night in Allem.
invertebrate anatomy. Committee chemy", under the direction of John
Dr. Tomlin was the former presiPalmer. The cast includes Richard
chairmen for other exhibits are the
dent of the Rhode Island Baptist
Michaels and Allen Kneeland.
following:
embryology.
Nancy
State Convention and the vice-presi- Dean; microscopes and accessories, Geology Department
dent of the American Baptist For- William
The geology department will have
Sawyers
and
Shirley
eign Missionary Society.
minerals
on display and slides of
Pease: preservation methods, Milton
Henderson and Donna Golder; bac- field trips will be shown. Committeriology. Barbara Duemmling and tees for the department are: historiJoanne Currier: parasitology, Dana cal geology. Ellen Tapley and Louis
Williams: and blood technique (in- Jordan: mineralogy and petrology,
cluding blood typing and the RH Neal Smith. Nick Valoras, Robert
these periods of readjustment art ffactor), Arlene Bourne. The Stan- Harrington, and Glenn Collins: and
and philosophy are Striving to grasp ton Museum will be open to those physical geology. Bartjara Cotton.
at something offering security he de- attending the exhibits. Special thesis Physics Department
General committees for the phyclared. During this post war adjust- work, such as the work on the clam
ment era Mr. Hobbes suggested thai and lobster for the Maine State sics department have been announced. They are: a radar unit received
at Bates we could begin to work for Fisheries, will be shown.
security and belief in the future by
The purpose of these exhibits wili from the government and demonsupporting the several student gov- be to show what is being done in strated by Philip LaRochelle and
ernment groups and by seeking the the classroom and to relate that to Linden Blanchard: modern physics
confidence of profs and students biological problems in the world to- (X-raysJ, Robert Harris: r-f heading unit. Charles Fehlau: and a 15,He mentioned three objectives we day.
000 volt rectifier demonstrated by
could strive for after getting out of Chemistry Department
college. They were (1) raise our
The general chairman of the Francis Berry.
The math department will also
families in the knowledge of God, Lawrancc Chemical Society exhibits
(2) give our children sound educa- is Janet Mellor and committee have displays, but plans have not
tions and we ourselves take posi- chairmen are the following: organic been completed.
tions of responsibility in our communities and (3) concern ourselves
with a rebirth of spirit from within
through fellowship with men of all
races and creeds. Mr. Hobbes closed
by saying that we must devote ourThe names of 137 dean's list stuselves to the services of our famThe final registration for the secdents for the first semester will be
ilies, communities and nation.
read in chapel by Dean Rowe next ond semester totals 798 students, it
Judges of the contest were Monday. The list will also include was announced Friday by Dean
,Messrs. Kendall, Whitbeck and the names of eight students who
Rowe. Of this number 436 are men
Bortner.
have received straight A averages.
In addition, Dean Rowe will rate and 353 are women. This total is a
the various dorms and campus decrease from last fall's enrollment
groups as to scholastic standing.
of 831 and nearer to the normal
figure
of 775 which the college hopes
Students will make out their class

Recommendations
for
house
'50, Martha Raydcr '51, and Nancy presidents and vice-presidents to be
Kossinski '52 were elected clas.. appointed by the Student Governrepresentatives to the nominating ment Board are also made by the
committee at las1! Friday's mass committee. As an a'd in making
meeting of the Student Government | these recommendations for proctors,
Association.
Helen
Papaioanou, the committee will use the advisory
president of Stu-G, is chairman of sheets filled out at his* week's
House meetings. These sheets elimthe committee, ex-officio.
inate the necessity for an advisory
The committee nominates cand - committee, formerly elected from
dates for Student Government pres- each women's dormitory, by extendident,
vice-president,
sccretarv- ing the advisory capacity to each
trtasurer, senior advisors, and soph- member of the Student Government
omore representatives who are elect- Association. The advisory sheets ined at the all-college elections in cluded a list of traits necessary for
March. Committee members will proctorship on the basis of which
work with the suggestions for can- each woman eligible for proc'orship
didates written on the advisory was evaluated. The advisory sheets
sheets at last week's house meet- are an innovation suggested by the
ings.
constitution revision committee.

Dr. Tomlin Heads Brotherhood Week;
Hillel Sponsors Church Official's Visit
Dr. F.arl H. Tomlin, executive
secretary of the Rhode Island Council of Churches, will be on campus
tomorrow and Friday to lead the
college's observance of Brotherhood Week. His visit is sponsored
by the Bates chapter of Hillel. He
will speak at a special open meeting
of the Jewish religious club at the
Beth Jacob vestry at 8 p. m. tomorAddresses Hillel

Science Departments Announce Plans
For Science Fair Exhibits March 17,18

Dr. Earl H. Tomlin

row evening. Everyone is invited to
In the recent series of national
attend.
recorded debates, the Bates-AugusDr. Tomlin will discuss various
tana Debate has been chosen the
phases of "The New State of Israel"
best debate in the tournament'.
Thursday evening. He will be on
The Debaters' Magazine asked campus all day Friday for special
Texas Christian University to pick
the best debate in the recent series
of naitional recorded debates for
publication in that periodical. Of all
the debates submitted for judgment
in the tournament, the BatesCharles Radcliffe and Glenn KuAugustana debate was given firs*
mekawa wound up the Junior-Senior
place.
prize speaking contest this morning
William Stringfellow and Frank As we go to press awards have not
Chapman of the varsity debate been announced.
squad were the speakers in this deSenior contestants Robert Hobbes
bate.
and Lyla Nichols spoke in chapel
Friday morning.
Attend MIT Tourney

Radcliffe, Kumekawa Are Final
Speakers In Annual Contest

Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher, head of the
geology department, accompanied
by his wife, has left on a semester
sabbatical leave. He will return in
June after taking natural color photographs for classroom lecture illustration and collecting mineral and
Two Bates debating teams will
rock
specimens throughout
the
leave for Cambridge, Mass., this
southern and western parts of the
Friday to take part in the annual
United States.
debating tournament which this
The Fishers' route will carry year is to be held at MIT.
them along the Atlantic Coastal
Max Bell and Chester Leone make
Plain to Key West, westward along up the Bates affirmative team, wntle
She Gulf Coast, through central and William Dill and Richard Nair will
Southern Texas, and into the cop- debate for the negative. The topic
per mining country of southern to be debated is Federal Aid to EdNew Mexico. Their trip also in- ucation.
cludes the gas and oil regions of
About 13 other New England
Oklahoma and the iron mining area colleges are expected to participate
in Birmingham, Ala.
in the event. This is the first time
sucn
a tourOn their return trip north they Bates has taken part ■"
will visit the dams in the Tennessee nament for several years.
Vailey Authority. Dr. Fisher was
one of the geologists who studied
the sites for these dams in 1928 and
1929. The Great Smoky National
Park area and the Sky Line drive
in Virginia will also be traversed
on the return trip to Maine.

By Subscription

Lyla spoke upon the significance
of the arrest, trial and imprisonment of Cardinal Mindszenty. Cathalic Primate of Hungary. She
strongly assailed the attacks of totalitarian governments of eastern
Europe against freedom of religion
and speech. Lyla declared that ar
assault upon one Christian group
was an assault upon all. She called
for Christian unity to oppose and
defeat persecution by unbelievers.
Robert HoMbes spoke upon the
general topic of security. He asserted that in every post-war period
insecurity is rampant, pointing to
examples following the Civil War
and World War I as evidenced in
literature of those days. During

Dean Rowe Will Read
Student Honors Non.

Seward Will Conduct
Religious Discussions Hoiman Talks On Labor Poet Sandburg Speaks
Scope To Progressives At Brunswick Annex

Fate, evil, God and "goodness",
the trinity and God's will, "deep
Scott Hoiman, representative of
the state-wide CIO Textile Workcurrents".
ers' Union, addressed a meeting of
These are some of the topics to
the Independent Progressives at the
be considered in a series of student
home of Prof. Seward last Thursdiscussions starting next Sunday
day evening. His topic was the widmorning under the leadership of
ening scope of the work of labor
Prof.
Seward.
The discussions,
unions, emphasizing the reasons that
which wiH aim to "get at basic reliunion efforts had branched out into
gious issues", were authorized by
the political action field.
the Christian Association Cabinet
last Wednesday evening. All interDuring the discussion period that
ested students are invited to attend. followed Mr. Hoiman's talk, the
The first meeting, Sunday, will be
from 9 to 10:30 a. m. in Hathorn 5.
Piof. Seward expect? that the series
will run for five or six consecutive
Sundays.

group examined the possible methods of increasing contacts between
townspeople and college students,
the relationship of the union to
city politics and policies, and the

schedules in chapel next Friday. All
Carl Sandburg, noted American
students are expected to be present.
poet, will speak at the Brunswick Dr. Saunders, president of Colgate
Maine Annex tomorrow evening at Rochester Divinity School, wi'l
7. "An Evening with Carl Sandburg" speak in chapel next Wednesday
morning.
is his topic.
Mr. Fairfield has received an invitation for Bates students to attend
from the dean of the Maine Annex
Students wishing to attend are askeo.

CONCERT POSTPONED
The Community Concert featur-

Final Registration
Shows Increase

to reach by next fall.
By classes, the freshmen number
216, the sophomore class has 195
members, the junior class tota's
129, and the seniors are in the highest bracket with 249. Twenty-three
stniors were graduated following the
first semester. The present senior
group represents the largest class in
the history of Bates.

There are also nine special stuGarodnitsky, dents registered at Bates who atoriginally scheduled for this eve- tend selected classes.
political set-up of the city, in view ning, has been postponed, the ComOf the 436 men students, approxof the elections.
muirity Concert Association animately 55 per cent are veterans
:
Theodore Belsky, president of the nounces. Mr. Gorodmtsky w ll ap- who are studying under the GI Bill
club, introduced the speaker.
pear at the Armory on May 11.
of Rights.
to make Their own arrangements.

ing

Pianist

Sascha

'
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Bobcats Make Debut At Chase
"Soft, Sweet, Smooth," Dancing

■

"Seven Ounces" Opens ThnrsoC
Stan Moody, Dick Webber In QJ.
I must say that you kids arc
getting extremely conservative lately or else you are doing an excellent job of covering op your sinful
tracks
trying to get little morsels for this column is like trying to
get blood out of a turnip - - everyone wants a jnicy column, but
no one knows nottin' - - -

While yoo were enjoyinc the phenomenal *pring weather but Saturday afternoon, ihe hardwortami
member* of 'Seven Chance*" were
rehearing and rehearing and rehearsing Ft was a long afternoon**
work bnt will be for your benefit
when yoo *ee the kids In action done more thai
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.

Rumors were circulating around
that Dor. Russel! had been told to
sit away from the little table he had
bees) sitt-ng at while announcing tht
basketball games because he smashed one to bits during the excitement
of a poorly-called play a while back
- - - he must be on good behavior
now because he was back in hi? accustomed position

Assistant News Editors
Joyce Cargill '49
Arlene Fazri '49
Robert Patterson '51
Raymond Sennett '51
Betty Dagdigian '51
Charles Clerk '51
Jean Johnson '51
Melissa Meigs '51
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston P. O. January 30, 1913
under the act of March 3, 1879.
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their talents to tb7^T
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ha*e looked to their &?**- \l
in ft* *n* fa
"
the reason for
spc-fted recent),
and We*,^XJ

By Herb Downe
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Lively And F •_:; i •
Preview At Poland
-ugh,
Last Monday evening t« Robin-1 TIM
'
'■ -A III ,
son Players presented a
the second and third acts of then act "thing«
forthcoming play. "Seven Chances". plot rott* mej
to the gue«ts at Mansion House the final curtain
° »«j|
Working under adverse conditions
Norm Buker. --.
.• ,
of inadequate lighting and only one
turns
m
an
ex
... "*
rehearsal in the new location, the
assisted by ir,■'■■'t'^
cast
came
through
with
flying
colors
Did you hear the one about the
purring on an exemplary perfor- rest of the cant y. -*S
new neighbor who thought the
young man
to r t
fountain towels at the Hobby mance.
twelve milHor. :
- '• H
* **fl
H
Shoppe were baby's diapers and ran
Tomorrow evening they will pre- decided whether
out in the pouring rain to pull them
sent the firs* of three performances this money bees
/^t
off the line - - - they didn't tell her
'"' strJB>
for Bates students and faculty. It
i
, I
until she had them all folded - - these performances are as good, if time he i« tbirf:: ' '
she never comes in any more
not better than the preview, every- heir, is a confin
htlw J
ther reluctant
„,. j
N'ot to be outdone by the Smith one will enjoy them immensely.
haps h is the
,- ^ £i
South boys with their console raFor the firs* time Miss Schaefrrer 320.000 ir.--//'
dios, the boys in Xorth have taken
* wo*
has introduced a n^w innovation: have to pay.
to making and flying model airI that of a student director. Stan
planes - - - Q.P.R.'s were probably
When he fii
Moody, well known for his exceltiecide]
too much for them
lent acting in previous productions. married. give* a par:;.- - --d ^1
Congratulations to you lucky ten has been chosen for this position,
ladies. iJ
who fooled the administration an.J !=»"<> he is being ably assisted by seven dnrrmrrz
■ [jTB
With the skilled arrive in the hung on this semester - - - and fond Dick Webber.
:
tutelage
of
Miss
Schaeffer.
they
sad.
drama::c
ftBil
condolences to the unlimited brains
sophisticated.
„,,
3
have
worked
diligently
together
to
v.-ho have been barred from chapel
bring order out of chaos and pre- Vogue mod
a vivacj,J
again
pare a smooth-running play.
girl who sranu
-man"; Ir^j
We're
going
to
put
Laura
a charmir.? I
Toomey in the big league. She was building and the fire escapes may Betty, young, ga; and carontl
exercising her pitching arm with a fall off. In that case the building Georgie. arr. V
, I
block and neatly dropped Walker would be condemned by the Lewis- last, but not least Ann. who i|
Heap into a snowbank.
ton Fire Department and would kind, artistic, ar i
have to be abandoned. This would
The following was exhumed from cost the college a lot of money.
Production Line Proposals
the halls of Roger Bill - - At the parry. Jimmy ~:ans pn>|
-.-:

,-,.

■•-:_■

d

A PERSONAL LOSS . . .
Every member of the college community felt a deep sense
of personal loss at the recent death of one of our most outstanding fellow students.
Jim Dempsey made many contributions to Bates, not only
by active support of the organizations but even more by the

Pictured above are members of the Bobcat band which will make its debut Staurday night

example of his character and spirit.

By John Davenport
; Outstanding are the trumpet and -tarting in his freshman year, no
The night of nights h here" this rhythm sections. The band, as a less. While in the Army. Bob orhim; we find a large measure of satisfaction in knowing that coming Saturday when the unveil- whole, manages a refined dance or- ganized a large swing band. There
j<ersonaii;ie= such as his live, on in the hearts of friends and mg of Bates' dance band, the Bob- c'nestra "sound", and the smooth should be no doubt that the Bobcats, will take place at Chase Hal! j blend of saxes make for a full tone^ats are under good leadership.
loved ones; we know that the world is a better place to live following the basketball game. Af-jwhich is hard for a small band like!Wimpy With Maine Bands
ter four months of weekly rehear-; this to achieve.
j Wimpy has many years behind
because of'the example which he set."
sals, the 'cats are ready to purr.
Cagenello Has 11 Years' Experience him also, and has long been assoBob Cagenello, leader of the
Jhe following thoughts written by a close friend expre.--cMaestro Cagenello and Wimpy ciated with many top-notch Maine
nine-piece unit, organized the grout) T-,.«^.I.^II.
I,-I r,n.^
-vi.
? ., Larochelle on piano and trumpet bands Until recently he could be
the grief which was felt by all who knew him:
Ia»t October, with the aid of Mr.
respectively, should attract much «een playing at Joy Inn several
Waring. Stock arrangements were
attention from lovers of the modern nights a week. He sticks to a semi'ihe garden was radiant
soon dug up, and the band started
jazz school. Both exhibit technical bop groove in his solos, and ad-libs
rehearsing
in the Chase Hall lounge,
l^itv 3
"H /Cfl
r
a good deal of the time.
\\ ith blooms that quiet day;
«.
• ° aoiJity
ana modern
influence. CaerSince then, only vacations and ex- „,
Russ Woodin. W'allv Cus'iman.
.
.
.
nello has been playing for eleven
--':-.* j;.-. I
The sun's soft warmth ran
2. Mops and brooms don't like to v: i;r.-z : - -. ; "
ams have interrupted
the weekly „»,„ ,„,, u
■
.
.,
."
K
The Janitors are requested not to
•*"■"•> ,years, and has gamed considerable and Mark Gould make up the sax
but
is
calmly
rof
ill FimJil
be
banged
around
any
more
than
practice sessions.
■
,
....
experience in dance bands during section, the former two on altos and bang mops and brooms on the fire you do. Be kind to your animal he persuade MM
iler cour.-c over the array.
him. b«l
The group is comprised of three the past six years.
In his high Mark on tenor. All three have had escape for these reasons:
•r.-r'.'y before the
friends.
saxophones, a couple of trumpets ; school days, he was leader of the some previous experience in dance
1. Roger Williams Hall is an old
(Continued on page four)
-irriii--:
:r mind (:
Any gardener's heart would swell
a trombone, bass, drums, and piano. "Downbeats" in Hartford, Conn., bands.
———
jh is a woman"'
v« to
\\ ith joy, to own such beauty.
_ In the brass department there are
ami he kas to sea
'-.zant|
Mort Berkowitz on first trumpet
Wl Jimmy msd a bride: Wi'liJ
Any gardener s heart would burst
and Webster Brockelman on trom
If you till
bone, besides Wimpy. Mort and
By Bill Norris
With grief, at Mother Nature's duty
- --".ion- j
tbe
answers
an
C. A. Public Affairs Commission
Web have much to show for their
7
--day.]
:-."-.-:
:.
-T
U hen told she is to take a blossom
past efforts in both military and
day.
or
Cmiwdij
The
Spring
weather
we
had
over
Movie
History
Coming
dance bands back in Massachusetts.
iroin that held to adorn the sky,
By Art Hutchinson
What effect will it have on the
The rhythm men have been the last weekend turned our mind
Since over half of the SampsonWhile most of the world's atten- American foreign policy and comaround, too. On drums Tom Nor- from the hanging icicle problem to
1 hat she must choo-e one bright and gav
- -r.J
tion has been centered on the "cold mercial interests?
villeites
are leaving us this year
bury and Biil Sawyer are alternat- the muddy feet situation, but the
sunshine.
war" in Europe, the past months Friendship Since 1899
we
have
heard
that
a
move
is
afoot
Without a hint as to the reason why.
ing, and both exhibit a strong jazr consensus seems to be that the mud
have seen events of momentous imThe United States has always "feeling". Bill has played with is at least a promise of better things. to compile a "History of Sampson- The Sampsonville Scene:
portance take place in the vast and had a great interest in China. Ever
ville". for all residents both past
symphony orchestras, as well as The last week was normal for
A cruel wind was agent for her cause.
ancient land of China. The Commu- since Hay's "open door" policy in
and present. The idea is still in the! John McCarthy
v da
Sampsonville;
our
basketball
team,
dance bands, and is a member o?
nist armies, sweeping down from 1899, the United States has guar— sei he
It shook a corner of the happy patch.
the Orphic Society. Dick Weber despite some ardent rooting by the planning stage, but we know that, nition of "highbrow''
;h(ir Northern outposts, all but anteeed in word if not always in
Phil Gordon is already at work on j it in the library- - - - Don't km
shows a lot of rhythm sense on ladies, lost two more games: the
Lik a vicious beast who flails it-. clawannihilated the Nationalist armies fact the principle of China's territhe project. Next year, as Prexy whether it was to take
bass, and he adds to the band sound u'ual quota of coughs and cold? apof Chiang Kai-Shek in a series of torial integrity. A close friendship,
peared; we all wondered where we mentioned, part of Bardwell House : oft basketball, but we've heard
greatly.
It swooped from out of nowhere onto its catch.
great battles north of the Yangtze marred only by incidents like the
were going to get the time to get w:!l house the overflow from the pie ask if the after-sup:
River. These battles proved to be Boxer Rebellion, has existed be- Soft And Sweet For Dancing
The sturdier protected the more tender bloom ;
dorms, and it will be only a matter .sessions would be in ex:-this semester's work done.
Most of the numbers played by
the la-t effective resistance the Na- tween the two nations. Now, with
of time until the baby carriages t Spring - - - Frank Chapn
«
The noble stalks absorbed the mighty blow!
tionalists
could
offer.
Within the Communists in power, it re- the Bobcats will, of course, be of Sandy Buker's Tooth Debut
and lines of diapers disappear fron busy at his February-Mar.
the Bates scene. The idea of a time of trying to locate the
weeks, Tientsin, bypassed Mukden, mains to be seen what the U. S. the slow. soft, sweet sentimental,
The garden of the tempest was full of gloom
The most startling news item "Sampsonville Story" would be just
soothing type, just right for dancand Peiping, the ancient capital had foreign policy will be.
through the ice of the par* . I
ing. You'll hear such numbers as conies from Garcelcm House where the thing to keep our memories of - - - At least w4iile th:- > being
As the drooping buds began to lose their glow.
fallen. The government had beer China First
"Slow Boat to China" "Confess", Sandy Buker came up with her first our days here fresh.
moved south to Nanking and later
written.
fellow
S-1.:I
The first question that arises is
A darkness claimed the flowers' smiling friend
tooth.
This
is
a
milestone
and,
"Moonlight
Serenade",
"Chasing
t'i Canton.
Bill
Senseney
has
a
good
chance
:■
what form the Chinese Communist
and
"I
Surrender while Sandy isn't starting immedi- Sun Brings Strollers
Ann the stars rejoiced to gain a jovial soul.
cop the college billiard
\
President
Chiang
Kai-Shek, government will take. Most reports Rainbows",
Dear". There will also we some uo- ately on a corn-on-the-cob and
ship - — we are all rooting for Baj
China's old "strong man", retired seem to indicate that the Chinese
The
sunny
afternoons
of
last
Although her loss is great, the earth must lend
tempo selections, which will really steak diet, Norm and Carolyn are
under pressure and appo:nted L' Communist movement is peculiarly
week gave most of the mothers an atvd Chainers Norm Buker
give the boys a chance to* show off. mighty pleased.
What dreams there were
had they a better goal? Tsung-jen, as his successor. This Chinese and is of an intensely naopportunity to go walking with the Larry Cannon to come thr igai
"9:20 Special" and "Johnson Rag",
action pleased many of the K'lomin- tionalistic character. The CommuNot so pleasant is the fact that little ones. Ann and Diddle Gordon, the play "Seven Chance- \o~~\
Can God be blamed for picking out the best
bing -vho thought that they could nists in China have fought and won along with a progressive jazz spe- little Cheryl Webber was sick last Doris and Doreen Wiskup, and row night.
now
bargain for peace with the their fight without major assistance cialty called "Artistry in Bolero", week, and her dad went 10 the Maggie and Derrith Inman were
Of His creations to receive eternal rest?
That's all the news for
I
Communists, and form a coalition from the Russians. Doubtless, they are examples of these faster pieces. CMG hospital to have his tonsils jone group of strollers: Fran and
—
seems
as
though
everyone
is
Mm
Wimpy Larochelle will probably i
government. They were cruelly will listen closely to anything Staremoved - giving Carol lots to | Alan Blanchard. Ginny and Sm» |b«sy" with IhThZL"a
play his interpretation of "I Can't
disappointed.
keep her busy.
| Larochelle, and Carolyn and Sandy do much else.
lin has to say, but chances are that
Get Started", the famed jazz clas••> Black List" Published
they will be Chinese first and Com- sic. Don't be surprised if you hear
The .Communist leaders published munists second.
a Latin melody or two, as Bob has
a 'Mark list" of Kuomintang offiIt is true that the Communist nserted a few rhumbas in the book.
cials marked for death when the leaders, Mao-Tse-tung and General
Big Plans For The Future
Communists can get hold of them. Chu Teh are well versed in MarxCagenello has big plans for the
Not only Chiang and his generals ist and Lenin dogma. Although Mao
future, as the band is still in its deare on the list, but it also contains himself has not been in Russia,
the names of many government of many of his closest and most trust- veloping stages. Six of the Bobcats
are freshmen, and two are sophoficials who favor collaboration with ed advisors are Moscow trained,
Wed., Thurs., FrL, Sat.
mores. Only Bill Sawyer and Dick
Thurs., Fri., Sat. . Feb. 24, 25. 26
the Reds. Furthermore, the Com- and they are all well trained in war
Wed. and Thurs. - Feb. 23,»■
Wel.er are leaving in June. Thjs the
Feb.
23,
24,
25,
26
munists hav_- announced in an off- and revolution in the Communist
"Jungle
Jim"
band can stick together for a few
Dynamite
Gargan-^J
hand way that they will accept style.
- starring WALT DISNEY'S
vcars to come, perfect its technique,
Love
of
Marv
- Durbin-O'B-H
not'uing less than what amounts to
Johnny Weismuller
3ut it is also evident that the
"So Dear To My Heart"
unconditional surrender of the Na- United States had written Chiang's blend, and style, try new things,
Friday
and
Saturday
Only
Fri. and Sat - Feb. 2S-26
and add to its library and personnel.
tionalists. All of General Li's peace government off the books long ago.
Sun., Mon., Tues.,
Five Big Acts of Vaudeville
Art
Bradbury
recently
started
reJ. Wat-'-l
overtures had been rebuffed, an'i The corruption of Chiang's officials
Silver Trails
Feb. 27, 28„ Mar. 1
hearsing as vocalist for the band,
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
Lupio-I
the Red armies were again on the and the ineffectiveness of his armies
Road House
and the coming weeks may see him
Feb. 27, 28, Mar. 1, 2
move Southward.
James
Stewart
Joan
Fontaine
convinced U. S. officials that aid to as a regular. Bob is still in search
Sun., Mon_ Tues, - Feb. 27-2"Belle Starr's Daughter"
- in What does the Communist vic- China was just a waste of money
of another tenor saxist. and would
- starring tory mean to the United States?!
Incident
(Continued on page four)
(Continued on page four")
"You Gotta Stay Happy"
George Montgomery - Ruth Roman Hills of 1:.
Ai Mr. Sampson has said, "We cherish our memories of
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News From Sampsonville

POLITICS PREFERRED

Quality Clothes For
Every Campus
Occasion!

THEATRES

EMPIRE

AUBURN

STRAND

ELM HOTEL
LOUNGE

R. W. CLARK CO.

Look Smart . . . Feel Sharp
In Clothes By

HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX
CLIPPER CRAFT

BARRON-ANDERSON
Sold Exclusively By

GEORGE ROSS
Reopened - Remodeled

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Parlor Open Daily
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

ICE CREAM

Banana Splits - Sundaes
56 Elm St.
Tel. 2-0885

184-188 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON

*—o*~_o—~—_«._-.«--

Step Out For That Evening Snack To . . .

LEES VARIETY STORE
Specializing in. Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all kinds
417 MAIN STREET
"The Store with Friendly Service"

gf>©
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME-AND SPORT

Tel. 2-6645

Lewiston
54 ASH STREET

BATES
HOTEL
DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12
WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

UNDER

LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau -

Edrick J. Thibodeau

Orchestra
Every Night

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS

NEW

MANAGEMENT

274 MAIN STREET
Opp. Post Office

NOW

DRUGS

4

Registered

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
Tel. 3-0031

—1

Norris-Hayden Laundry
MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rates

Cooper's
SABATTUS STREET

LEWISTON

Cash or Charge Basis
After an Evening of Tobogganing — try our

w

Agents

Tel. 4-6459
Hugh Penny

George Dianard

Pharmacists

GOSSELINS
GROCERY
MAKING

SANDWICH^

Selling All Beverages
Open 7 A. M. to Midnigh1
7 Days A Week

BEST HAMBURGERS and FRENCH FRIES
203 COLLEGE STREET

fc

forth And Mitchell Each Post Two WHarag Good Tear
gjgs As Intramnrals Resume Play w«n 6-1 Record To Date
By

Al Dunham

^ball league WaS °S l° a flying was an»then- one-s.ded affair which
I MtW
* games bring played in found J ^^ f- *« ich
IS* SI
L»rt
„ Gym ,as, week. North smcth(,red ^ ™ J- B
b«„g
ttlffl"'
,.11 each
copped ,WO
two wins
wins „. „..:,„,„. R . „rp , nt 0
^n CM
-amp: h fo,,ped
*& < "
„
us quintet. Boh Wade^f
"P"
oc a*
• j. . . , — - T
"""*™ Set
t a «W»'s
season s
J.;i, week's Play, while South „M*A~*
E oiT-Campu
Kectiv. frames.

..,,..„

fl

j

a

fl

thc opener on Monday evening PO'nrts for his game club .
»« from North
*"»- ■-» •
On Friday night North scorer!
f' d the *r?ppy Sanipsonville
T SeCOn<1 WiW 0f *« week by
|*B"P-4.'(' Bl" Searles Pace<; tne ^ownnng Roger Bill 49-28. Do„
fct s*** with 15 P***"*8 wm'e Russell led North's scoring with 14
K nwte Don Russell threw in 10.
markers, while Willy Sakimoto and
hiflrochelle was Sampsonvilre'B Hank Fukui combined to score 15
Jf. ggfet racking -rp 12 markers.
iwnte for the losers. Mitchell also
C night-fSP found Mitchell edg- repeated a win in the second contest
Roger Bill 4M6' Paul W^HWMS. of the night when they downed
■ 'fffcomer to the Mitchell squad,
SampsoiiviHe by a decisive 67-30.
f " ] the mght's high of 24. while Paul Williams again paced the wint%0rrisor. a"'1 Hank Fukv.i scor- ner's attack l.y dumping in 25 points
■ 7]'l ami 10 points, respectfully, while Dick Hartman backed him up
■he losers.
with 19 tallies. Dick tossed up 15
■for
swung l>ack into for Sompsonville.
The Rebels
-I game on Wednes■ctride
There is just two night's play
t's twin bill by pouring
kht's
this week. Tuesday and Friday
m «
onoos Middlm 69- South and J. B. met in the firs* tilt
(
(^ Sooth's
*>'* 9COnng lK,"°" *« d'" T»««Jay night, and Middle tangled
three
,ree ways
wavs w!
with Ha! CornCorn-- with
with Off
Off C,
Campus!in the night-cap.
Don Ohahneits, and Jack Friday will Slid North and Mitchell

■»'''
Ledix throwing m

19. 16. and 14 hghting for the early league lead
Lilies respectively. Boss Rotondo while South and Sampsonviile will
I'-"rtributed 18 points to Middle'-s battle !t o«t in the evening's closer.

hml Quintet Tangles With Devens Tonight;
Meets Bowdoin In State Series Final Saturday
The Bates fans can expect to see with Nagle, Gordon and McCann
Ijimty of court action on the home This team triumphed over Unive-lioor as the Bobcats tangie with sity of Mass. by a 59-55 tally, whip■Pereris toniglit and then meet Bow- ped American International to the
■doin Saturday night. The 66-55 tune of 64-48. and suffered only a
[art against a strong Northeast- seven-point setback ait the bands of
!•-■ team last Saturday, gave the a potent St. Aniselm's attack that
iGirnrt hoopsters an Impressive vic- ranks high in small coHege competifcr/.as thev played one of their bet- tion.
■cames during the current season.
The Polar BeaTs from Bowdoin
put thc Garnet quintet down to a
j The Devens team will be practi- 58-48 defeat at their last outing.
se the identical outfit which edg- Since "Simpson & Company" garJjout the Petromen 58-57 in last nered the initial encounter. 54-45.
par's thriller on home territory, this last State Series contest will be
ph only one regular player rr.iss- the rubber. The boys from Bruns{from the '48 squad, the Devens wick probably will lead off wi\i
to will be looking to "Snider" Hubley at center. Pandora and Conf•:'■;- and .Ryback to carry the nolly at the forward posts, and
put of the offense. The s/tartiii^- Speers an<l Deane playing the
Mip will probalbly be completed guard positions.

rackmen Score 80-37
fictory Over Colby

70. /4. A.

1

FEBRUARY 23,1949

THREE

Frosh Nip Deering In
Overtime Game 4846

B

y Joel Price

losing cause, *nd backed up by a

second-half of the Intramural handy 13 markers by John Duffett

THE BATES STUDENT,

The Bates freshman basketballers regained the win trail Saturday
By Ralph Cate
afternoon as they downed Deering
The Eates basketball rooters are
High School 48-46 in a thriller. It still buzzing over the 66-55 lacing
was by no means an easy victory that the Bobcats hung on Northas a three-minute overtime period eastern last Saturday. This showing
was required to finally salt it away. against a team that had beaten
The first half found Bates having Colby and split with Maine was one
pretty much its own way and enjoy- of the best all-around action-packed
ing a comfortable lead at ball time. games of the season.
However, in the second hah* DeerThe contest started slowly with
ing came out of the zone defense it I the Huskies pulling away to an 11had been using and pressed all over 6 advantage after five minutes of
the court in a man-to-man game. play. The scoring then began to
This new polk-y seemed to have a speed up and the half-time marker
powerful effect as Bates was badly found the cagers from Northeastern
outplayed throughout the third and maintaining a slim one point edge.
fourth periods.
The early minutes of the second

L
a ,en,i0n thUS far
ac
^ been
r crHl .
accorded
stellar record compiled
tne

V the .Bate, TV's who have captured a, out of their seven decisions to date. Thoroughly mdoctrinated mto Ed Petro's fast break
s«yle of offense, the jayvees have
hterally run their foes mto the
ground, displaying amaring powers
of endurance.
The jayvees commenced their season by eeking out a 60-59 decision
over, the Portland Junior College
cagers and followed this up with" a
narrow 49-47 triumph over an aggressive
Northeastern
Business
College five. Following Christmas
va'afon. the JV submitted the
crack University of Maine JV to its
first defeat. 58-57, in a thriller, and
then disposed of Bowdoin, 63-59.
Next came a return match wiW,
Maine at Orate. Trailing by 17
points at half-time, the Garnet rallied in the second half for 42 points,
only to fall short, 78-74. Saturday
the squad rolled over Gorham State
Teachers. 75-59. Lee Blackmon tallied 22 and Ralph Perry 21 to pace
the scoring derby.
The starting five consists solely
of sophomores graduated from last
year's outstanding frosh quintet
which averaged 68 points per game.
These boys thus far have averaged
a fine 66 points per tilt. The team
lines up the scoring twins. Glenn
Collins and Lee Blackmon at the
forward posts. Both are maintaining
13 point averages. Center Bob LaPointe has looked good in a feeding
role while scoring his share of buckets. Captain Ralph Perry .has been
? deadly set shot and a tower of
strength defensively. Lefty Faulkner at the other guard slot has done
a fine job off the blackboards. Valuable reserves have been Bert Hammond with his unerring hook shot.
Us-h Smoller, Ducky Cronan, a
vastly improved Dave Cox, Gordon Johnston, and Mike Stephanian.
Three contests remain on the jayvec schedule- Maine Annex tonight
Bowdoin Saturday and the spirited
affair with Hie frosh to be held next
Tuesday. A win over Bowdoin will
enable the Garnet to tie Maine for
the Little State Series title. The jay
vees will be striving hard in the
final week of action as they endeavor to equal the 9-1 record compiled
by the 1947-48 edition of the Bobkittens.

By Gladys Bovino
c Bates track team won their
From all reports the WAA Splash
victory of the '49 indoor sea- Party went over with a "big
^.-. a- they trounced a weak Coiby splash". About thirty girls dug deep
for their bathing suits, and their
Norm Parent arrived back on
Bin by a lopsided 81 to 35 scoie.
efforts were well-rewarded 'cause campus last Wednesday after his
Uby. due to final exams and con- they all had loads of fun. Later this
trip to New York where he underpoent lack of practice was unable spring there's going to be another went surgery for the correction of
offer much competition, so the "swim", so if you missed this one, an injury to his throwing arm. The
nes and distances of most of the be sure to get in on the next one." specialist that he visited was the
(You don't have to swim like Billy famous Dr. Mai Stevens who has
[tents arc not too impressive.
Rose's Aquacade stars. The "doggie performed similar operations for
many of the stars of major league
Hugh Mitchell of Bates was high paddle" will do.)
Over on the Rand court the bas- baseball. The operation was a deliprer of the meet with 18 points
ketballs are still "hooping" around. cate one involving the moving of a
pd* by firsts in the discuss, shot,
There have been some mightv close nerve but reports are that there is
foad jump, and a second in the games lately. Last week Jo Holmes' an extremely good chance for a full
jump. Bud Horne pulied an sophomores and Holly Hollings- recovery. In this case Norm would
("on man" act as he tied for first wortb's freshmen were "neck 'n perhaps be able to play ball this
1
the mile with Nearis, and won neck'' all the way—6-6 at the first spring which would be a tremenquarter, 9-9 at the half, 13-13 at the dous boost for the team, for his poP* 1000 and the two mile. Pill
third quarter, and 19-19 as a final tent sticking has been soreiy missed
J^'yers al>o figure prominently in score. The juniors haven't been do- in the last two seasons.
P scoring as be won the 600, and ing so bad either I
In sphe of being shelved as far as
WAA's
Early
Spring
season active participation in sports is con^ and was second in the 40
starts on March 7th wiih indoor cerned, Norm has been keeping his
Idash.
baseball. Topper Odegaard is man- hand in by coaching the potent OffA
big boost in the Bates scor- ager. Watch for f-irther information Campus basketball aggregation ir
the Intramural league. During his
1 ante in sweeps in the 40 yard about the coming-spring sports.
The weather just didn't seem to absence the team was defeated in
^the 1000, and the two mile run. cooperate
with
WAA's
Poland the final play-offs but Norm is
ftfcWnson, Sawyers, and Lvnn ran Spring trip, but then there's always promising a different ending this
semester.
'^ <^, three, in the dash, while next year!
0rne
- Moore-, and Nearis figured

Parent Returns From
N. Y., Good Hopes

Bates Topples Northeastern 66-55,
Simpson Again Garners 29 Points

With
seconds
remaining and
Bates leading 46-45, Dudley of
Bates was detected charging and
little Ralph Hendrix made the shot
good to tie the count for Deering.
Time ran out at that point and the
overtime period became necessary.
The overtime was played cautiously by both teams as they spured for an opening. Several fouls
occurred around midcourt in scrambles to steal the ball but in each
case the fouled team would choose
to take it out on the side rather
than risk losing possession of the
hall. As time was once aga:n running out Douglas shook himself
loose near the basket, was fed a
nice pass by Quimby, and went in to
score the game-clinching basket on
a pretty lay-up shot.

Last Saturday, Bates defeated
Colby for the 12th time in 14 meets
and Warren "Rollo" Baxter was
very helpful in gaining this victory.
He figured in a three-way tie for
first place in the high jump and
also finished in the money in the
hurdles.

Rollo earned his letters in football
baseball, and track, but since entering Bates in '46, he has devoted
most of his afternoons to the cinders
Hedge Lab also takes up quite a
few of his afternoons as he's majoring in chemistry. After graduation,
Rollo hopes to attend graduate
Rollo was born in December of school and prepare for industrial
1928 at Rutherford, N. J., but he's chemistry, a very interesting field.
been fortunate to have spent most
During the summer you can usof hrs days in Massachusetts. His ually find him jerking sodas or atabilities as a student are not entire- tending to other chemical duties at
ly unfounded, as he went to high Orleans on Cope Cod. For hobbies,
school at Concord, Mass., where he Roilo enjovs all sports especially
was undoubtedly influenced by the skiing and swimming and he also
spirit of his ex-neighbor. Henry takes an active interest in life's finer
As usual the BobHttens had a
Thoreau.
large height advantage and until
points.
Deering switched tactics they were
While attending Concord High,
Bob Creamer
able to capitalize on it. Deeri.-.g
looked good in defeat displaying a
good passing game as well as some
very effective defensive play. Cook
in particular was outstanding as he
By Bob Wade
in the '46 season was little short
The spectators at last Saturday's of sensational and he could well re- paced the lasers with fifteen points,
garnering most of them on long left
Northeastern game were treated to peat.
.landed shots.
some very find basketball by both
Congratulations are in order
Quimby continued to show the
outfits. The smooth-working visit/irs
to the track team for their reway
in the scoring department for
seemed to bring out the best in the
sounding defeat of Colby. The
Bates as he racked up an even 20
Petromen and the result was that
fact that we had the depth to
points. He was ably assisted bj
for the first time this year the Bates
take runner-up positions as well
Dudley who came through with
fast-break system was working as it
as firsts augurs well for the futhirteen markers.
is supposed to. The third period
ture. A more severe test is comwas a memorable one as the mar.ing up on March 5 when the
to-man game seemed to baffle
squad will be host to Bowdoin
Northeastern. In .short it was the
as well as Colby.
type of basketball that we have
This week will mark the end of
been expecting all year.
the present basketball season as thc
While on the subject of the
Bobcats entertain Bowdoin in the
By Art Koenig
game we would like to mention
series final Saturday night. While
Led
by
Nate Boone, who won
the refereeing. On a comparative
the season has perhaps not been
basis it was pretty good but
too successful from a record view- four events including a track record,
we have heard a considerable
point, it has certainly provided us the Bates frosh won their first wincomment about one feature of it.
with our share of thrills and close ter meet of the current season, as
Refereeing college basketball is
they easily defeated Deering High,
games.
an extremely difficult task and
60-30. A sparse crowd at the Bates
It should be mentioned here
one that requires all of a percage saw the "Englewood Express'
that the sports staff can use
son's attention. In the face of
rip to a new frosh record, for the
more writers. Anyone interested
this it is hard to understand.
40-yard dash in the shattering time
can get in touch with me at any
how one of the officials can
ot 4.7 seconds. Boone also collected
time. No experience is necesmanage to devote some of his
victories in the 300-yard dash, the
sary, the chief pre-requisite betime to his friends in the
45-yard low hurdles and the broad
ing an interest in sports. This
stands while the ball is actually
jump, netting his team a grand total
applies to all classes and freshin play. However, the calling
ot 20 points for the afternoon.
men are particularly encourwas all right, since we have
Gene Harley, returning to the
aged.
seen much worse in this re. The second half of the intramural form that was expected of him begion.
league is underway and considerate fore his recent illness, romi ed to
1 he news that Norm Parent may competition is expected. Spectator victory in the mile and the 1,000•be able to play ball this spring is interest was increasing last sen-tester vatd run. Although the 5.02 time
encouraging from Bates' point of and will continue to be welcomed. for the mile was only fair, Harlev
view, but hardly can be expected Admission is free, gratis, so look is rapidly improving and should
to evoke cheers from the rival no further for evenings of fast bas- prove a constant threat for the frosh
Maine colleges. The hitting of Norm ketball.
opponents in the remaining meet*.
Norm Hammer, after finishing
third to Boone in the hurdles, returned a winning performance ir.
'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
his specialty, the 45-yaTd high hurdles, in the neat time of 6.C seconds.
Hammer rounded out the afternoon
with a second to Boone in the 300.
The Bobkittens swept the shot
put event with John Small, John
LEWISTON — MAINE
MacDonald, and Bob Cagenello finishing in that order. The winning
throw measured 40 ft. 2Vt in.
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Dick Becker, of Deering, who
won four events in last year's frosh

jiwmd (fated**

Boone Sets Record As
Frosh Humble Deering

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

half of the encounter witnessed the
Petromen forging into the lead, not
to be headed again. The Garnet
hoopsters winged into action, racking up 22 counters while the Northeastern team could muster but 7.
The Bates aggregation, playing
spirited ball wound up by enjoying
an 11 point margin of victory.
Both teams shifted from a zone
to a man-to-nian defense, employing
both methods in an attempt to halt
the attack of their opponents. The
Lond Island "Swish Kid", Bill
Simpson, was undoubtedly the most

lz)s

By Joel Price
locals were able to convert but 15
A completely rejuvenated and in- per cent of their shots which, inspired University ol Maine quintet deed, is not a winning average.
Maine played spirited ball from
bearing nary a resemblance to the
team that absorbed a 75-52 scalping the start and half-time found the
at Lewiston, pinned a stunning 60- Black Bears riding high atop a 2829 defeat on the Cats a week back. 9 advantage. Three quick baskets
-The Petromen were ahle to col- from the side by Bob Carpenter
lect but nine baskets against a strik- moved the Garnet rloser, but the
ingly effective 2-1-2 floating zone Maine offense rolled into high and
defen'se. Maine was much bolstered that was that.
since its Lewiston invasion by the
In the curtain-raiser a fiery Maine
acquisition of two previous ineligi- JV club, definitely bent on revenge,
hles, 6:3 Bert Goddard and 6.2 Diet edged the Bates jayvees, 78-74, in a
Keisey whose aggressive play and rough affair. At the outset the
shooting eyes have done much for Maine five was deadly from the
the Bear offense. Bates was unable floor and opened up a 17 point gap
to cope with the superior height of at half-time, 49-32. The Cats, inthe Maine line-up which featured spired by Ed Petro's half-time
four men over the 6:2 mark. The wisdom, found themselves in the
old adage of "you have to fight second half but their valiant effort
height with height" was readily dis- fell shy. by four points, 78-74. Lee
cernible for, unable to coatrol the Blackmon and Glenn Collins paced
backboards, the fast break of the "he JV's with fine 23 point outputs
Cats never became organized. The apiece.

0 VARSITY Mogaz;
For Young Men
••♦*..♦ «>

-1 SAY ITS A NEW BECORD._DAVGHERtY. A NEW RECOBDr

meet, kept the "kitteivs" from sweeping a first in every event when he
easily captured the 500-yard run in
1.28.8. John O'Brien was second
for Bates.
John MacDonald closed the the

^nning of the two mile grind

Some Unique
New Trends

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

The Marvin Hotel Lounge

■nian they dirt ..

In

For That . . .
»fh™ .,
^.letean,^

;! ln

dJca«ion

EVENING

SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
£" R-^« -d Coiby in the
J for a three-vay meet. Bow.

95 ELM ST.

C;r
:

V - Pve
|

'

-

•» Dartmouth. This meet

"« runners can really do.

Phone 2-5612
79 Lisbon St

tional,

Boston Tea Store

For INSTANT

Taxi Service
Call

clothes at WARD BROS.'

$1-50 _ $2-50

Also Patterns by Towle, Interna-

Lewi»ton

"She's well dressed ... she buys her

Just In

A place setting costs as
little as $24.50 including 20% Federal Tax.

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

WARPS
WA

.

.

.
.

S. S. Woodbury, Prop.

Fancy

4-4066
Radio Cabs

A
HEALTHY
DIET

CANDLELIGHT

HE'S ON THE LOOSE EVERY NITE

Tel. 2-7351

an ,ndi

caton of what some

Necktie Designs

Eddie "Nuts" Kane

Three minutes From Campue

again9,suchconi

meet winning the discus throw with
98 ft. 6 in. Other Bates men to place
in the meet were Paul WalKer in
the broad jump, Bob Harty in the
40-yard dash, and John Small in the
shot put.

"

whole meet was John Kles-

*** *e Placed second

Dick Scott turned in a beautiful
floor game and dumped in two scintillating hook shots from his newly acquired pivot position. "Ace"
Bailey was really back in last year's
form as he plucked 17 markers
through the netted hoop to put on
his best performance of the current
season. Inga Walsh. lanky Northeastern center, exhibited one of the
most perfected hook shots seen on
the Bites court in many a moon as
he registered 22 flashes on the scoreboard. Blair and "Chuck" Diebl
came through in the clutch for .the
Huskies, with the former hitting
double figures with 14 points.

Petromen Smothered By Revamped Maine;
Jayvees Also Dropped For Their First Loss

**• 1000. The special attraction
e

outstanding player on the floor,
flipping 29 tallies through the hoop.
This is the sixth time Bill has fallen
one short of the 30 mark and it certainly looks as though this 29 jinx
will continue. "Sweet Willie" was
especially deadly with his set shot
as he connected with it on seven
different occasions. Not only did his
sharpshooting stand out, but his
work off the backboards in nabbir.g
rebounds and his second half guarding of Blair, accurate Northeastern
forward, were truly sensational.

.

Groceries

Confectionery

Tel. 4-8332

249 Main St

Reed ft Barton,

Lunt A Wallace at $24.50 place setting (tax included).

EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN
RESTAURANT

.

Bus Service

and

Gorham,

. Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood Co.
JEWELERS - SILVERSMITHS
50 Lisbon Street
Tel. 4-5241
Lewiston, Maine

THE NEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

PHONE 83356

r KAN K*S
STCRf

205 MAIN STREET

L.
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MEN

LEWISTON

IT'S
SMART TO
BOWL
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Prexy Discusses Prices Seniors Discuss
At Round Table Meeting Graduation Plans

BATES

STUDENT,

FEBRUARY 23, 1949

Basel Opens Doors To
American Undergrads
For the fifst time, American students enrolled in an American pro
gram of supervised studies are
studying at the University of Basel,
Switzerland's oldest university, located on the banks of the Rhine.
Twenty-seven men and women representing 20 colleges and universities in the United States have begun their studies there.

A Senior Class meeting was he1-!
increased
military
expenditures,
government housing, and other during the Conference hour. Monspending programs..
day, Feb. 21. to discuss Commencement plans. The program for the
"Even if the price trend remains
Commencement week end will redownward, we will fed the impact
main the same as other years with
of inflation for many years. When
the exception of the Classday Exerwe go through such a drastic price
cises which will be held at 2:30 p. m.
level upheaval, it is inevitable that
instead of the usual 2 p. m.. thus
prices advance unevenly. For ex- providing'more time following the
Basel is one of the few European
ample, farm prices advanced over Alumni Luncheon.
universities which extends its facili200 per cent between 1939 and 1948,
Miss Eaton then suggested sever- ties in the sciences to Amercan unwhile a much smaller gain was real alternatives which the Senior dergraduates. Limited course offer
corded for many manufactured
Class was asked to consider regard- ings in biology, chemistry, and
goods. Rents advanced much less
ing the.place for graduation exer- physics are available in the program
than the cost of food. Likewise, faccises. Since the class of '49 is the known as the "Junior Year in
ulty salaries increased far less than
biggest graduating class in the his- Basel" which is sponsored by the
the cost of living. It will be many
tory of the college the chapel facil- American Council on College Study
vears." he concluded, "before such
ities are limited. However, the cha- in Switzerland. Due to the large
inequalities are eliminated.'
pel -could be used by seating the number of applicants this organizaMr. Annett, assistant to the pres- overflow on the lawns outside or in tion which also sponsors the "Junior
ident, was charrman of the meeting, the Little Theatre with loudspeak- Year in Zurich" found it necessary
and host and hostess were Prof er facilities giving all an opportu- to establish a second American stunity to hear the exercises. A second dent center in Switzerland.
and Mrs. Carroll.
alternative would be to use the athIn addition to the science courses,
letic field with the entire exercise Scientific German. German GramBobcats
Politics Preferred
held out of doors. This, however, mar and Composition, German Lan(Continued from page two)
will involve problems erf weather guage and Literature, History. Mu(Continued from page two)
welcome the addition of a baritone
and acoustics. A third alternative sic, Art, and advanced courses in
Even Madam Chiang's hurried visit saxophonist, as well as another
suggested The Auburn Theatre other modern languages are offered
to the United States failed to change trombonist and trumpeter. After
which seats 1100-1200. or the Em- in the program.
this state of affairs.
June, Dick Weber's bass position
pire Theatre with a seating capacity
Requirements for membership in
Does all this mean that the Unit- will be vacant, a fact which will of 3200. A fourth proposal suggestthe JY in Basel include completion
present
further
needs.
ed States feels it can do business
ed by Miss Eaton was the Armory
with the Communists? Certainly Bobcats Organized By Mr. Waring which also seats 3200 providing of the sophomore year, a minimum
Bob Shaw and Mr. Waring de- more than adequate capacity for our of two years of college German or
the new Chinese government will
be oriented toward the Soviet, but serve honorable mention for their situation. Another suggestions con- the equivalent in that language, and
recommendation by the dean or
will it be totally hostile toward the part in the functioning of the Bob- sidered the Alumni Gymnasium
president.
United States? China has been in- cat organization. Bob is manager which, however, does not have a
A 16-page announcement containvolved in both civil and for- of the band, handling business much greater seating capacity than
eign war for almost two decades. matters, and maintaining social and the chapel. A tent was still anothei ing full details of the year abroad
Mr. Waring not proposal but this is again dependent may be obtained by writing to the
She needs economic aid badly to be- press relations.
American Council on College Study
come a first place nation. It is pos- only helped form the band, but also upon the weather conditions.
made
possible
a
new
set
of
drums.
in
Switzerland, 1123 North Eutaw
sible that, like Tito, China might
A class meeting will be held
pay lip service to Communism and His conscious effort has been a po- shortly at which a vote will be tak- street, Baltimore 1. Maryland.
be willing to do business with '.he tent factor in the suceess of the en and the final decision will be
West, since the United States is group thus far.
made.
the only nation that can offer Members Forego Dancing
Movies
As a final event in BrotherChina the volume of goods she
It should be mentioned that a
hood Week, the Christian Asneeds.
few of the band members will be
Ski Trip
sociation will present next SunTen upper-clas9women arose with
making great personal sacrifices in
U. S. Faces Asiatic Crisis
day evening a movie entitled
playing at Chase Hall on Saturday the chickens and departed for an
"Beyond Our Own". All stuAt any rate, the United State* nights. We're speaking now of thos<' all day ski trip with Miss Rowe to
dents are invited to attend the
faces a crisis in Asia. It seems that players who are emotionally in- Jackson, N. H. yesterday.
movie, from 7 to 9 p.m. ia
the planners in the State Depart- volved with certain Bates coeds,
After an early breakfast, they pi'Chase Hall. Refreshments will
ment are trying to change their and who will be foregoing thost ed off for Thorn Mountain in the
be served downstairs after the
Asiatic policy. The abandonment of cherished Saturday nights on the white mountain region, where they
show by the Social Commission.
Chiang, and the condemnation of dance floor to take their places on planned to spend about $3.50 includArrangements for the novel
the Dutch invasion of Java may in- the bandstand. Oh well, git Is. that's ing meals and tow.
The participants were Barbara
attraction are being made by
dicate a change in Asiatic policy. the life of a musician for you |
Sylvia Stuber and the Faith
The Bobcats haven't accepted anv Thaiuller. Norma Chaffee, Ruth
Perhaps, the United States is at
Commission.
Denominational
offers to play at the Totem Pole Martin, Rae Walcott. Max Hamlast realizing the true state of afclubs will not meet Sunday eveHollywood Palladium, or Hotel mer, Judith L'tchfield, Irene Mcfairs in Asia. After more than two
ning. Avon Cheel is in charge
Pennsylvania yet. but they'll be al Ktnzit, Judith Hawkins. Barbara
centuries of Western domination,
of publicity.
Chase Hall the 26th. so drop over Chick, and Barbara Schenck.
and economic exploitation, the Asiand "catch the cats" while they're
atics are at last realizing their postill around.
tentialities.
The
restlessness of
China like that of India and Java
is part of the whole picture of the
Pete's Perusals
IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED
Far East coming of age. Commu(Continued fr •»■ na^e two1
nism in China is more a symptom
Hear tell Willie Sakamoto is try
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS
than a cause. The Chinese are not ing to conv:nce the fitvs in Rogr
natively Communist, but are only Bill that Western sr-^'s are TIL"
seeking a decent way of life. Com- thing . . . he's always re->dy to demmunism promises to give it to then:. onstrate the latest basketball tech162 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON, MAINE
The flood of Communism can be niques. By the way. Willie, did you
halted, if not in China, at least in : ever find out what number Colby
Tel. 2-6422
India and the Indies by offering was? ... . that's a throwback from
the people a decent alternative.
I the Bates-Colby footbal' game
"Although there is some indication
that the inflationary spiral has passed its peak, the evils which have
grown out of the great increase in
prices will be evident for many
years," iaid President Phillips Monday evening. He addressed the Facility Round Table in Chase Hall.
"During the last eight years when
prices have been rising," said Dr.
Phillips, "the evils of inflation have
been evident to all of us. We have
watched the shoes we bought in
1940 for $8 go to $14, the $1800
automobile go to $3000, and the $6000 house advance to $14,000. Particularly have rising prices been
difficult on teachers whose salaries
have advanced in slower ratio than
wages in general.
"In recent months prices have
slightly receded from their peaks.
Perhaps this decline will continue,
although it can easily be offset by

Fountain Specials ...

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

HAND SEWN GIRLS' LOAFERS — WEDGE HEELS

PLAZA GRILL

$4.95 — really a $6.50 value
Brown, Red, Green, Saddle
AA to B Widths

AT THE SIGN OF

177 Main St.

87 Lisbon St.

Now

Try

268 Main St.

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

setts Lodge, the Alexandria-Wash- ping of authority and ^
ington Lodge ai Virginia, and the ning.
Constitutional

Lodge

of

Beverly

England ait the United Shoe Club
House in Beverly, Mass.

Dr.

opinion that large savings

COMPLETE "BACHELOR"

•During the last month we have cms recommendations of thc u ^J
been told time and time again that Commission concerning n, ^
the only way to balance the budget for government purchasing , .^ |
is to increase taxes," said Dr. Phil- the reorganization of so,.„ *'
• • •
"""to,
lips. "Perhaps this is so, but we activities.
should not reach this conclusion un"Finally," he said, 'the Pri
■ 1
til we have made a careful cneck of has recently recommended
all possible ways by which govern- 'ar^e scale programs for ,;,
I
ment spending can be reduced.
sion of Social Securitv.
'Of hoa.
and for health insurance P i*'
-i
"For example, consider military these programs should !,e' co*-ach
^.>
spending. Certainly the majority of Cd in light of what it will fo ,
I
people in this country want a strong federal budget. Taxation ha
r> .
«_ [readv
• **
. - reached such aa 'n,■/,
sn .Point
po!mmilitary program. But we want to
this country that true ri<k
i
he sure that every dollar we spend
disappearing. We need to thinl'
on this program gives us a full dol- ways to reduce taxes not to'
lar's worth of protection. The recent crease them.

ARROW
GORDON
OXFORD
SHIRTS
We have a grand group of
your favorite oxfords in
button-down and spread
collars in whites and colors.

Come in soon and take
your pick of these crisp
Arrow beauties.

Shirts, $3.95
Arrow Ties, $1.(1* to $2.^0

SERVICE"

. . . to . . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING

'ii'mW \ •svyiYW-. -.. ■. -. -. -. -. ■.. -. I;. -.

To Our Main St. Store

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

Convenient To The Campus

Admits Men and Women

JOY

Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration — Sept. 12 to 14. 1949

INN

COLLEGE SERVICE

Early application is necessary
M 47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Telephone KEnmore 6-5800
■ ~. ~. « » "«-—■

222SSZS2

■ -.-.-.•...^-■-■-■t-.-.-.itiv.-.^^

*&-

INCORPORATED

«T^

CLEANSERS A FURHIEHS

PALA I\OOA
STECKINO HOTEL

Agent: Marge Lemka
E. Parker Hall

Orchestra Fri. & Sat. - 8-12
No Cover - No Minimum

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in
ITALIAN . AMERICAN

ALWAYS

FOOD

"Satisfaction guaranteed . . .

STEAKS - CHOPS
PIZZA PIES

TeL 4-4151

The TOP MEN ot AMERICA'S SPORTS
smoke CHESTERFIELD

First Quality . . .

JACK KRAMER say«..."Because they're MILDER
Chesterfields taste better all the way.
It's iAY cigarette."

or your money back"
Phone 4-4041

mm^

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston
■

C°Tpi#* 1M». IJoem ft Mvm Toucco Co.

7

accomplished by adopting ^"H

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

By Wire

"^
^I

Phillips also exm-^

One Stop

^FLOWE:

Best

Italian Sandwich

evening by President true today. As a matter of, * *"
*t,.
Phillips. He spoke at a joint cele- report indicates almost „,
J^^
bration of the Beverly Massachu- waste of money because
*e of

Closest Spot to Campus

Lewiston

m* Shut

SAM'S
Original

tacked last

ERNIE'S MARKET

Lewiston, Me.

the

through increased taxation was at- ing makes it clear that fl j, N*-!

Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

Bates '24

You've Tried the Rest,

The idea that the only way to ceport of the H,10Ver C
^"ni*
the national budget is on military orga„i;,ation ^

balance

Hamburgers In Town

THE LOBSTER

IMM&X,

Service

Norman Buker plays shannon
and Lawrence Cannon is Meekin.
Katherine Evans plays Ann Windsor who has known Jimmie a long
time before he came into money.
Ian Buchanan plays Earl God-lard
who is happily married and also is
Jimmie's lawyer. Roderick Nicolson
plays Mr. Garrison, who isn't as
sure he's happily married. Elsfoeth
James Dempsey
Tbomes is his wife. Valican Ripley
and Natalie Conm.- are two sisters
(Continued from page one)
interested in Jimmie. Irene and Lilcouple ahead. The taxi was coming
ly Trevor. Others appearing are
fremi downtown. The impact hurled
Joyce Lyons, Barban Muir. June
both men several feet. Lennon, who
Cumiiirgham, Martha Rayder, John
was hit first, was thrown against
More, and Richer! Trenholm
Mariorie. knocking her to the pavePerformance begins at 8:15 in
ment.
Little Theatre and will run ThursDied at Hospital
day. Friday, and Saturday evenings.
Police took Dempsey to the CMC; Tickets are on sale in the book-;
Hospital, where he lived only a
<tore.
brief time. He suffered a severe
fracture of the skull and a neck
fracture. Dr. R. N. Randall acted Street A & P store. The fami'v
as medical examiner.
moved to Bridgeport last year.
A mechanic, called to test the
"For several summers Dempsey
taxicalb, reported that the brakes was councillor and camp song leadand lights were in good condition er at the Winthrop YMCA Camp,
The driver was booked for investi- whose director is Norman Temple
gation, questioned at length, and 47. He had hoped to make work
then released. County Attorney with young people his life career.
Kdward J; Beauchamp, in charge of
investigation in the case, said the "Nothing But Good ..."
The body was sent to Bridgeport
facts would be presented to the
early Sunday evening. A detail of
grand jury at the June term.
President Phillips phoned the par- national guardsmen and Dempsey's
ents of both Bates students imme- roommates escorted the casket to
diately on learning of the accident. the. railway station, where more
Marjorie and her roommate. Irene than 200 students stood in silent
Tiling, spent the night in the Phil- tribute for 15 minutes as the trai.i
lip's home. Marjorie's parents arriv- approached.
ed here Sunday noon to take her
Mr. Sampson spoke at the allhome to Arlington.
college memorial service in the
A psychology major. Dempsey chapel Monday morning. "Isn't it
was an active member of Robinson wonderful," he said, "when a young
Players and former president o! person has had nothing but good
Heelers. He was to have appeared said of him by those who knew
in a fourth showing of "The Im- him. worked with him, played with
portance of Being Earnest" at Com- him? - - - There was always a
He had a genmencement next June. During his smile on his face
two and a half year stage career at ius for getting people together for a
PersonBates he played parts in "Riders tc wholesome good time
the Sea", "A Bell for Adano", and alities such as his live on in the
Joan of Lorraine".
hearts of friends and loved ones."
He was a member of the Orphic
The student 'body sang a hymn,
Society and this year's Ivy Day "Rise My Son and Stretch Thy
Committee.
Wings". The college choir rendered
Prominent In High School
"Seek You the Lord", an anthem
Dempsey was iborn at Millinocket with tenor solo by Robert Smith.
May 16, 1929. the only child of Mr. Mr. Sampson read the 23rd Psalm.
J-'itl Mrs. Albert P. Dempsey. A prayer was offered by Hugh PenYoung Dempsey's schooling was ney, and the service closed with the
Obtained at Waterville, where his singing of The Lord's Prayer Ijy
father was manager of the Silver the choir.

Dr. Phillips At Beverly Meet Hits Balance
Budget With Higher Taxes, Lauds Hoove?

Now Making The Best

FINE FOODS

Quality

Four representatives of the STUDENT editorial staff will attend the
annual New England conference of
the Associated Collegiate Press, to
be held this weekend at Mount Holyoke College. South Hadley, Mass.
Representatives
are
Editor-inchief Sue McBride. Business Manager Carol Bcterson, Copy Editor
Florence Lindquist, and News Editor Robert Foster. The group will
attend meetings, lectures, and discussion groups dealing with college
newspaper work. -Sue is scheduled
to lead a discussion on the functions of a college newspaper.
The group leaves campus Thursday and will return Sunday eveninsr.

(Continued from page one)
idea how she would most like to be
proposed to. Jimmie runs into hilarious difficulties (trying to adapt
the advice given him by each girl.
Since their tastes run from "Moonlight arid silver shadows" to "Cavemen", Jimmie, understandably gets
a little confused. If it weren't lor hi.
good friend, Meekin, Jimmie might
give up the idea of getting 12 million dollars which has been willed
to him — if he finds a wife.

NEW!
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Editors Travel To
Press Conference

"Seven Chances"
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